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Chair's Message: Ensuring an Open Path to
Participation and Leadership for All
by Norberto A. Garcia
he New Jersey State Bar Association's Diversity Committee continues its efforts to
promote and foster a diverse and inclusive bar association. This newsletter is one of
several avenues we use to promote ideas on diversity and inclusion.
This year, the Diversity Committee welcomes Paula Saha as the new director of diversity,
inclusion and community engagement at the New Jersey State Bar Association. Paula's professional experience includes a decade as a reporter in New Jersey and public relations for the
state's largest arts center. At NJ Spotlight, she worked in all aspects of the organization, including editorial, social media, grant writing, marketing, sponsor relations, website operations,
event planning and membership. As director of communications at the New Jersey State Bar
Association she was responsible for communications with the association's 18,000 members, the public, and government officials. As the new diversity director, she will apply the diversity and inclusion lens to New Jersey State Bar
Association events, speakers, continuing legal education and pipeline programs, while also working closely with the
affinity bars and other professional entities in the state. We are very grateful for the contributions of Denise Sharperson as the outgoing director of diversity, and wish her all the best in her new endeavors.
We are pleased to announce that the 2019 Mel Narol Award will be presented to Assemblywoman Annette
Quijano. A Rutgers University and Law School graduate, Assemblywoman Quijano has been a member of the New
Jersey Assembly since 2008, and became deputy majority leader in 2012. She sits on the Judiciary Committee of the
Assembly, where she is the chair, as well as the Financial Institutions and Insurance Committee and the Oversight,
Reform and Federal Relations Committee. She is a shining example of how diversity efforts provide a pathway to effective leadership positions in our great state.

T
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As diversity co-chair I am frequently asked: What should be the ultimate goal of diversity and inclusion
efforts-what are the 'ends' we seek to achieve? How do we know when we get there? My response is that
diversity and inclusion efforts are really a 'means' rather than an 'ends.' Our efforts are to ensure that the
roads to participation and leadership are open to people from all backgrounds . While metrics analysis is
important to reflect on what progress is made, there is never a magic number that represents the finish line.
We need to make sure everyone is welcome to the race- and what a rewarding race this career can be.
On behalf of my co-chairs Roger Lai and Cedric Ashley, please enjoy our spring 2019 newsletter. •

Norberto A. Garcia is a partner al Blume ForLe Fried Zerres & Molinari in Chatham. He is Lhe incoming president of
the New Jersey Stale Bar Foundation and a trustee of Lhe New Jersey State Bar Association.
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Going Home Again
by Evelyn Padin

T

hey say you can't go home again. But for many
attorneys from diverse backgrounds, that's exactly
what we do. And some might even say it's the key
to our success.
That's certainly been my story. After my undergraduate years at Rutgers, I went to Fordham University and
got a m aster's degree in social work. I spent about six
years as a social worker- four years as a geriatric social
worker in New York and two years as a psychiatric social
worker at Newark Beth Israel Hospital. lt was hard work
that exp osed me even more to the needs of the disenfran chised in our society. That exp erience brought me to the
decision that 1 wanted to really advocate for people who
lacked a voice.
My father- a businessman and civic organizer in
Jersey City-always wanted me to be an attorney, and
I decided that was the perfect route for me. After law
school at Seton Hall University, 1 earned a clerkship for
the Hon. Lorraine Parker in Su ssex Cou nty. After that ,
I learned to become a trial lawyer at the Bloomfield law
offices of current chief judge of the United States District
Court of New Jersey, Jose Linares.
Finally, l made the decision to go out on my own.
l wanted to go b ack to Hudson County, because that's
where I was from. 1 set up shop in my father's travel and
insurance offices in Jersey City. It was a challenging thing
to do, and not a lot of p eople did it. I remember my office
starting out-just a computer, a printer and a telephone.
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But somehow, my bu siness grew and grew. Th inking back on it , I realize there was really a void when I
started practicing law. There weren't that many Hispanic
attorneys. In particular, there were few Hispanic women
attorneys. l had a connection to the community, and the
community embraced me. People would see me at local
functions and events, then they would seek me out for
advice. W hether they h ad estate issues, child support
concerns, or other problems, I could help them.
lt was important, 1 think, that I spoke in their
la nguage and that I listened; that I was someone like
them who was able to go to court, have a rapport with
the judge and represent them in a professional manner.
l tell this stor y with the knowledge that my journey
is not unique. It is, in fact, the journey of many attorneys
of diverse backgrounds, particularly in New Jersey, the
most diverse state in the nation.
Wh at 1 love about the law is th at it gives people the
opportunity to resolve their differences in a very civil
manner. I appreciate the fact that I've been able to give
people who don't speak English a voice in court and
represent them in a fashion they should be rep resented
in , with dignity and understan ding. Really, whether they
win or lose in court, the vast majority are grateful simply
to have been heard.
Playing a role in that process, for the community that
raised me , is a un ique privilege. I, like so many attorneys
w ho come from diverse backgrounds throughout the
state, am so appreciative that I am able to come home. •

Evelyn Padin is the incoming president of the New Jersey State
Bar Association. She will be the fi rst Latina president in the
history of the NJSBA.

Interview with Shawn M . LaTourette
by Arielle B. Adler
ast month, Arielle B. Adler sp oke with Shawn M. LaTourette ab out the environment, community, promoting
diversity and inclusion beyond our own experiences, parenth ood, and challenging social constructs that
impede our ability to integrate work and family. Among the many hats he wears-not least of which is
superstar father to his twins-Sh awn currently serves as deputy commissioner fo r legal and regulatory affairs at the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and the 2019-2020 chair of the LGBT Rights Section of the New
Jersey State Bar Association.

L

Q: Please tell us a little bi£ about y ourself. How did you
and the law find each other?
A: It was all happenstance. I grew up in a working, poor
family where higher education was not something we discussed
or planned for; neither of my parents or any of their siblings
had college degrees . My dad was the superintendent of the
apartment building we lived in, and my mom was a retail
cashier. I learned the value of hard work from them and ended
up at a vocational high school that I thought made sense at
the time. When I was 16, I was placed in a job at a small law
firm. I got graduation credits through my job as a fi le and data
entry clerk. That job changed my life. It transported me to a
bigger world l did not even know existed. For the first time, l
understood possibility. During high school and for some time
after, I worked for lawyers, serving as a fil e clerk, receptionist,
secretary, and ultimately, paralegal. If that first job introduced
me to possibility, my last paralegal job introduced me to
passion. In 2000, I met two lawyers who had just started their
own environmental law practice. They became my mentors
and inspiration. They brought one of the first lawsuits in Ne w
Jersey to help communities whose drinking water had been
contaminated with a chemical (methy l tertiary-buty l ether,
or MTBE) that leaked out of tanks beneath gas stations. As
a sort of community organizer, I would corral and work with
residents, learning their stories, their hardships, and helping to
keep them connected to the lawyers who were fighting for them
in court. It was an incredible experience, and it changed the
trajectory of my career. My life, really.
Energized by that work, I decided to put myself through
college at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, at night
while still working as a paralegal. l then set my sights on law
school. And here we are.
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Q: You are currently deputy commissioner for legal and
regulatory affairs at the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (N]DEP), where you serve as
chief counsel to the commissioner. Can y ou please tell
us a little about y our ro le and responsibilities as chief
counsel?
A: During my time in law school and then practice, I thought
often about pursuing a career in environmental policy. After
Governor Phil Murphy was elected, I had the chance to meet
his choice to lead the NJDEP, Catherine McCabe-a storied
enviro nmental lawyer in her ow n right. Commissioner
McCabe gave me the chance to help shape and guide legal and
regulatory policy at the agency. l serve as the commissioner's
chief advisor and lead several teams that support the NJDEP's
and the governor's environmental priorities. For example,
I provide leadership for the NJDEP's priority affirmative
litigation program, which includes efforts to recover damages
for injuries to natural resources and promote environmental
justice through targeted enforcement. These are joint efforts
with the New Jersey Office of the Attorney General (the AG's
Offi ce), who litigates these matters. The NJDEP is the client
and I am sort of like the in-house counsel, if we are comparing it to the private sector. My office also provides legal policy
guidance to the various programs that make up the NJDEP:
Site Remediation (the folks who ensure cleanup of polluted
property); Water Resources (the folks who ensure safe drinking water); Land Use Management (the folks who make sure
development is properly permitted); Air Quality (the folks who
ensure our air gets cleaner); Compliance and Enforcement (the
folks who ensure environmental law is followed); Engineering (the folks who rebuild dunes and replenish beaches); and
Natural and Historic Resources (the folks who manage all of
our state lands and cultural sites). It is a tall order, and my
relatively small office coordinates with the AG's Office where
legal representation is needed.

Q: Before that, you were in private practice as a partner
at the law firm of Gibbons P.C. in the env ironmental law
department. Do you have any advice y ou'd like to impart
to the more junior lawyers striving to succeed in the
often challenging law firm environment?
A: Work hard, but know what you're working for. It is all too
easy to get caught up in the demands of lawyering, regardless
of firm size or practice area. I think it is important to be able
to step back from the workload and reflect on where you want
your work Lo take you. At Gibbons, we had a terrific leadership program where we shared ideas with our colleagues about
short- and long-term plans-what we wanted our practice to
look like in two, five, 10 years-and how we might get there.
I would encourage junior lawyers to find a sounding board,
consistently revisit what they want their careers to look like,
and work their plan. And don't be afraid of reworking it again
and again as you discover new professional interests. That is
one of the best things about law, if you ask me. The skills we
develop are so transferrab1e. You can do just about anything.
Remind yourself of that.
Q: You began your legal career as a law clerk in the
environmental law practice group in the AG's Office. I
doubt many lawyers can claim to have such a substantively consistent career. What is it about environmental
law that keeps you engaged and excited?
A: I want to have an impact on the world around me. And that
can mean a lot of different things. Some people hear 'environmental lawyer' and think 't ree hugger.' Or, my favorite reaction
when l introduce myself as an environmental lawyer: "Do you
work for the good guys or the bad guys?" Nothing is that simple,
of course. I have had the chance to fight for clients stricken with
cancer from exposure to toxins, to help companies manage
environmental liabilities in business transactions, to litigate
big fights between parties at odds over who has to clean up a
contaminated site, and to help developers take abandoned dirty
property ancl bring entire communities back to life with new
economic development. And now I have the honor of helping to
shape how our state agency charged with protecting the environment carries out that mission. It's pretty cool to look out at
an i"!frastructure project, a public park, or a buzzing commercial center where an old dump site once was and be able to say,
"I got to play a little part in helping that happen."
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Q: You are also ve ry active in the New Jersey State Bar
Association (NJSBA). For example, you are a member
and officer of the LGBT Rights Section of the state bar
association. How and when did you become involved in
the LGBT Rights Section?
A : After I came out as a gay man-which was a few years into
my legal practice-I was eager to find community. I reached
out to some law school colleagues who I knew were involved
in the section, did the whole 'co rning out' Lhing (which is never
really done, by the way), and asked if there was anything
I could do to help or otherwise get engaged. Everyone in the
section was incredibly welcoming. I did not-and still clon'tpractice the types of law the majority of our section members
practice. So many folks in our section work directly with the
LGBTQ community in family law, employment law, or other
areas. I learn so much from them. Much like my environmental law mentors opened my eyes to a new world, the section
members here have helped me to broaden my view-to grow. I
am so grateful for that.
Q: Promoting diversity and inclusion is just as important
within diverse communities as it is on a more institutional and societal level. For example, members of the
LGBTQ community are not only diverse within the larger
population , but also among each other. How does the
LGBT Rights Section, as an organization that seeks to be
a resource and vehicle for LGBTQ attorneys and allies
to better serve their communities, promote diversity and
inclusion within its membership?
A: l am going to be honest about this: Diversity and inclusion is hard work. T think it starts with self-reflection. Who
makes up our personal networks? Are they folks that largely
look, think, work, play, and live like us? If so, then what are
we doing to broaden those networks? And if not, what are we
doing to help the other people and organizations we engage
with be more inclusive? Within the section, our Diversity
Working Group is not shy about asking those hard questions.
You have to be willing to get uncomfortable if you want to
change and fac ilitate change among others. But we still have
a whole lot of work to do-both in the section and in the state
bar association overall. We have to create spaces where diverse
people feel comfortable bringing their full authentic experience. As a diverse group itself, we cannot forget to pay close
attention to the need fo r within-group diversity.

Q: You are the 201 9-2020 chair of the LGBT Rights
Section. As Peter Parker's 'Uncle Ben' Parker said,
"With great power comes great responsibility." Do you
have any particular goals or initiatives that y ou'd like to
accomplish or put in motion this year?

Speaking of diversity, something that I would like to place
some emphasis on is expanding our active membership to
include greater diversity of practice areas . I would like to
promote the section as a gathering place not just for attorneys
who serve LGBTQ clients, but for LGBTQ attorneys in any
area of practice looking for community among their peers. I
would also like to see our section membership make concerted
efforts to mentor LGBTQ youth, such as by creating partnerships with schools and youth organizations.

A:

Q: You are also a member of the Diversity Committee of
the NJSBA . Please tell us a little about what the role of
the Diversity Committee is and your participation in it.

The state bar association's Diversity Committee works with
the entire bar community to ensure that diversity-including racial, ethnic, religious, gender, sexual orientation and
others-is respected and valued as an organizational imperative. The Diversity Committee works hard to encourage bar
leadership and members to think critically about the contributions of diverse voices within our profession, and to increase
diverse representation within our law firm s, the Judiciary,
and the legal community at large. The Diversity Committee provides educational opportunities, trainings, and other
forums for examining diversity and inclusion principles. And
I've been honored to get to participate as one of the programming co-chairs to put together outstanding events like our
annual Diversity Summit. The greatest value of the Diversity
Committee, in my view, is the thoughiful challenge it presents
to the rest of the legal community: Let's each develop the courage to step outside our respective bubbles and think hard about
how to bring others in-those who do not necessarily look,
love, work or practice law just like us. I believe that integrating diverse voices can make us better lawyers and more wellrounded people.
A:

Q: The NJSBA , in partnership with the New Jersey
lnstitute of Continuing Legal Education (N]lCLE), puts
on a wide variety of CLE programming through its
sections and committees . You are a frequent speaker in
these programs, both on y our subject matter expertise
of environmental law and on diversity topics. Do you
have a favorite or most memorable program that you've
participated in as a speaker or moderator?
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My favorite program was one at the 2018 NJSBA Annual
Meeting and Convention last year titled "Is it Because I'm
_____ ", which was co-sponsored by the Diversity Committee. Each panelist began with a personal anecdote where
they explained a time they experienced discrimination and
were left wondering, "Is it because I am _____ ?" The panelists were all members of diverse groups and shared a range
of experiences, some involving apparent micro-aggressions
seeded in implicit bias and others involving more explicit and
flagrant discriminatory comments and actions.
A:

Q: I was fortunate enough to attend that program, and I
was very moved by the insighiful, personal, and honest
sentiments y ou and your fellow panelists shared. You
spoke about being a gay, cis, white man and a single
father in the legal profession. Could y ou please share a
little about that?
A: It was my experience as a young lawyer in large law

firms that there was a bit of a double standard around work/
life balance, and the demands of parenting and family life
in particular. Many of the firms I interviewed with as a law
student and worked for as a young lawyer touted the success of
their work/life balance programs of reduced billable hours and
flexible work time, and specifically these programs' benefit to
the female lawyers at those firms. The message, which was an
important and overdue one, was that accommodation is available to mothers and women with family obligations. Surely
that message applied to any lawyer with caregiving obligations,
regardless of gender. However, when I became a father and
explored the idea of a reduced billable hour accommodation, l
was all but told that taking on less work would kill my career.
(And we're talking about 75 percent of what was about a
2,500 billable hour year for me, so still more than full time.)
I suspect this to be the same experience for many women who
seek to balance work and family, where promises of fl exibility are advertised fo r purposes of talent acquisition but leave
much to be desired in practice. I have real trouble with this.
I believe that it is incumbent upon each of us as professionals to establish good boundaries and carry the expectation
that we will be able to integrate our work and personal!family
lives. I found that difficult at first, with the drive to succeed
conflicting with my desire to be a constant and present force
in my children's lives. I recall one day, packing up to run to
pick up my twins from after-care, an associate looked at his
watch-"Half day?" he asked me. That is one of the many
things that is wrong with how we set our expectations around
work and family, and no less so for men. While the profession
increasingly seems to be responding to the idea and practical

realities of working mothers, there is no corollary expectation
that fath ers, too, should be present in their children's lives.
Perhaps that is cultural, with this still male-dominated industry beholden to the longstanding social construct that women,
not men, are the caregivers. My hope is that as our profession
diversifies, we build support structures for our fellow lawyers
that are not so reliant on the gender binary. At that program
you attended, "Is it Because I'm _____ ," I talked about standing up for fath erhood, for parenthood, for caregivers-for the
idea that we should be proud of our commitments outside of
the law, and that we should expect to be supported in balancing them with our demanding work. l tried hard to create that
space and establish boundaries that, eventually, my colleagues
really came to respect. It should not have felt so hard to do
that. Being a present father did not make me less productive;
the balancing act made me agile and efficient, and I sure still
billed those hours. I have since told every expectant father I
practice law with to take paternal leave and to ex pect their
time with their kids to be respected by their colleagues and
clients. We can change the dynamic and turn those tired social
constructs on their heads. But we have to do it together.
Q: Being a lawyer is hard, and being a parent and a
lawyer is even harder. Being a single parent and a
lawyer I'm sure is exponentially harder. How has the
experience of being a single parent influenced your
lawye ring, if it has?
A: Like so many other aspects of my experience, I think the

balancing act has given me greater perspective-perspective
on time, perspective on the relative importance of things. It
has been challenging at times for sure. But I have been lucky
to have developed a great support system and worked hard to
create a professional space where l can grow as both a lawyer
and a parent at the same time. Fatherhood has made me a
stronger lawyer because it has made me a better person. It has
made me want to choose paths that my twins could be proud
of They now say, "Daddy works for the environment!" with a
real spring in their step. That's pretty cool.
Q: As a member of the LGBT Rights Section and the
LGBTQ community and allies, I've had the privilege of
meeting amazing people who do the work of advancing
LGBTQ rights every day . As you mentioned, many
members of the LGBT Rights Section work with LGBTQ
families and individuals as part of their practice.
Others work in practice areas that may or may not
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affect LGBTQ people in as identifiable a way, but
they participate in LGBTQ advocacy, education and
outreach outside of their 'day jobs .' In my mind, the word
'advocate' could rightly apply to people in both groups;
however, I suspect that whethe r someone considers
oneself an advocate can be a very difficult and deeply
personal question.
What does it mean to be an advocate for the LGBTQ
community, and do y ou consider yourself to be one?
A: Without question. And I sort of think about advocacy the
way I think about parenting. lt's something that you demonstrate in ways big and small, sometimes so small that you
may not even realize it. When you are passionate about
something- the way I am passionate about my kids and this
community-it is with you always. So for me, being an advocate is about standing up, being visible, and being present for
people in diverse communities, whether or not you share the
exact same circumstances that make you diverse. The LGBTQ
community is really every community. Lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, intersex, queer, non-binary and questioning
people come from every walk of life, every ethnic and racial
group, every religion, everywhere. I am an advocate every
time I introduce myself as a gay man, because being visiblecoming out and living out-breaks the silence in which fear
and ignorance take root. I am an advocate when I share fa cts
in conversation with others about HIV, dispelling myths about
the disease. I am an advocate every time I sign up to walk,
donate, or celebrate a cause or organization that aims to make
life better for people in this community. l am an advocate
every time I teach my kids to show loving kindness to people
different from them. And I am proud to have helped create
two little advocates who, just the other day in response to my
pointing out two adorable twin boys in the grocery store, told
me "Daddy, it's rude to assume someone's gender." The futu re
sure looks bright. •

Arielle B. Adler is an associate with Lowenstein Sandler LLP,
where her practice f ocuses on corporate bankruptcy and creditors' rights matters, including bankruptcy- related litigation.
Adler is the 2019-2020 chair-elect of the LGBT Rights Section
of the New Jersey State Bar Association ancl an active member
of the International Women's Insolvency & Restructuring
Confecleralion (IWIRC).

Shades of Freedom: A Book Review
by David S. Blow
f you are reading this newsletter, odds are you have
a juris doctor and some remote interest in diversity
issues. If you also enjoy history and reading, The
Honorable Aloyisus Leon Higginbotham's book, Shades
of Freedom: Racial Politics and Presumptions of the American
Legal Process, is one you will want to take to the beach
this summer. Now nearly 20 years since its release, this
m oderately academic b ook is an intriguing read that will
bring you back to places you may not have been since
law sch ool, and its relevance is more apparent now than
it has ever been.
The author was better known as A. Leon Higginbotham. His journey from law student to law clerk to practicing attorney and Philadelphia County assistant district
attorney to president of the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
chapter of the NAACP to commissioner of the Federal
Trade Commission to judge of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit to University of Pennsylvania Law and Harvard Law School professor1 prepared
him well for writing this book. He began his research 15
years before this fascinating book was published ,2 but
it was not until after his retirement from the bench, in
1993, that he began writing it.
Shades of Freedom was Higginbotham's first publication in what he had hop ed would become a series on
"the Ten Precepts of American Slaver y Jurisprudence." 3
Higginbotham formerly referred to these precepts as
"commandments," which, metaphorically, conveyed the
idea that they were guiding principles not meant to be
broken. Shades focuses almost exclusively on the precept
of racial inferiority, which formed the basis for the American legal system's historical unjust treatment of African
Americans. Higginbotham's untimely death in 1998,
h owever, cut short his writing ambitions, leaving behind
the remaining precepts of property; powerlessness; racial
purity; manumission and free blacks; family; education
and cultu re; religion; liberty-resistance; and "b y any
means possible" for his assistants and others to develop.
To get a sense of where he takes his reader, Higginbotham states in his introduction that he "trac[ed] the
k a leidoscopic events of the years of the 17th century

I
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to the 20th century. These have been centuries of
racial oppression, and for m any-but not all-African
Americans, there have b een recent decades of progress.
Our nation has moved from total oppression to varying
shades of freedom. Rays of liberty and equality have
penetrated the darkness thereby diminishing somewhat
the scop e of racial injustice.''4 As would any lawyer worth
his or her briefcase, Higginbotham supports his opinions
and theories with case law, statutes and a little bit of
American history.
A 'precept' is a command or principle intended especially as a general rule of action. Higginbotham takes
a more legal and intellectu al approach to "the precept of
racial inferiority," using the phrase as "a rule of law, a legal
principle, and a legal doctrine which encompass the legal
mandate explicitly written in the law and legal orders,
thus establishing, legitimizing and enforcing the inferior position of African Americans before the law."5 Then,
using this definition, Shades of Freedom offers us a glimpse
into the, then, newness of 17th century slavery, with a
focus primarily on Virginia, not just because of that state's
role as "the birthplace of American slavery," but also in
light of its leading role in the American Revolution and
in shaping the country post-1776. 6 Chapter by chapter,
Higginbotham gives a 'shade'- a metaphorical play on
words reflecting a portion or degree of freedom had by
African Americans at various turning points in history.
In Higginbotham's first chapter, entitled "The Precept
of Inferiority," he briefly entertains the debate on whether
the precept of black inferiority was the cau se of, or was
born out of, slavery. He nonetheless conclud es that,
"(t]he precept of the inferiority helped to legitimize
slavery in America and served to justify the segregation
of African Americans in this nation long a fter slavery
has been abolished," 7 and that it was ultimately based on
hate. He shows how h ate and fear united many colonists
who had come to America for varying reasons. Havi ng
found themselves in search of an identity, they were
able to rally around the obvious facts of not being black
and considered inferior. 8 Possessing similar interests in
economic and political ideology also united legislators

and judges on issues relating to race and slavery. The law,
in Higginbotham's opinion, did not create the precept of
racial inferiority, but it did eventually come to enforce
and assist in its evolution.9 In the chapters that follow,
he describes the "four stages of the development of black
inferiority" in support of these conclusions. 10
The first of these stages is identified in the chapter
entitled, "Ancestry of Inferiority." Here, Higginbotham
details step by step the origin of the precept of African
inferiority-the period of 1619 to 1662. During this
period, no clear-cut parameters existed for the precept of
black inferiority. In an attempt to exemplify how the early
stages of the American lega l process began to recognize
the precept of black inferiority, Higginbotham cites such
cases as Re Tuchinge, Re Davis, Re Sweat, and Re Graweere.
Tuchinge was a case involving a white man accused of
seizing a Spanish ship, and the court's consideration of a
black witness's testimony. Higginbotham theorizes that by
virtue of references in historical materials to the testifying
witness as a "Negro" having been "christened" as a necessary precursor to the admissibility of his testimony, the
court was essentially saying it was prepared to begin treating people differently because of the color of their skin. 11
In the case of Re Davis, decided four years later, in
1630, Hughes Davis was convicted for "abusing himself to
the dishonor of God and shame of Christianity by defiling
his body in lying with a Negro." Higginbotham theorizes
that this represented an important step in the evolution of
the precept of black inferiority, because "God now became
the witness to Africans' inferiority" and "Christianity
provided the very instrument confirming it."12
Then , Higginbotham tells of a case decided in 1640,
In Re Sweat, which involved a white colonist who had
impregnated a black woman servant who belonging to a
Lieutenant Sheppard. By virtue of her status as a black
woman servant who rejected her alleged inferiority, she
was dealt the harsh criminal punishment of whipping,
whereas, later, Rob ert Sweat was to merely publicly
repent at a local city church. Higginbotham theorizes
that by en gaging in sexu al relations, Sweat and the black
woman servant did not only diminish her owner's property rights, but Sweat sham ed God, which required him
to seek his forgiveness .13
Higginbotham also discussed Re Graweere, involving a black ser vant belonging to white colonist William
Evans. Graweere purch ased the freedom of his child
from the owner of the child's mother. Questions arose
regarding to whom the child belonged under the existing
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laws. The complex set of facts about who owned which
of the enslaved Africans, when they were owned and the
ci.rcumstances under which they were considered slaves
are, on their face, sufficient to understand the precept of
inferiority at p lay. But the court's reliance upon religion
to humanize African slaves, and its determination that
the child's release to his black father was dependent upon
him having a presumably white godfather to bring him
up in Christianity to legitimize him are what drive the
precept h ome.14 According to Higginbotham, these four
cases were mere "isolated judicial opinions" that, at b est,
signaled the direction in wh ich the law was heading.
The second stage is discussed in Chapter Four, entitled, 'The Ideology of Inferiority." Higginbotham identifies it as the period from 1662 to the 1830s; racial oppression kicked up a notch when the precept of inferiority
was defined, enforced and justified by the legal process. 15
During this stage, which Higginbotham calls the most
"active," the Virginia Legislature went above and beyond
the courts in developing the precept of black inferiority.
It created the first "slave codes" between 1680 and 1682,
wh ereby every asp ect of the lives of both African slaves
and free African Americans was regulated. 16 This, according to Higginbotham , was the country's greatest expression of its belief that African Americans were inferior.
Higginbotham offers as an example, a 1669 Virginia
statute providing that it was not a felony for a master to
kill his disobedient black slave, b ecause he was considered property. 17 That statute was later amended in 1705
to state that, if the master did kill his slave, it would not
only be considered an "accident," but would b e treated
as if it "had never happened." 18 Supporting these statutes
was the ideology held by Virginia's slaveholders in 1662
regarding sex and religion. That is, the alleged inferiority
of black people was a condition that was passed down to
children by their parents, and black people were deemed
inferior becau se God made them that way.19 In this chapter, Higginbotham demonstrates how these two simple
principles formed the basis for the slave codes, which, for
many years, operated on the assumpti.on that any amount
of black b lood rendered a p erson automatically tainted
and, therefore, inferior. Africans, being physiologically,
religiously, and culturally d ifferent from the colonists,
were seen as a threat to their way of life for which they
had fought so fiercely in their relocation to America .20
Stage three in developing the precept of black inferiority is discussed in Ch apter 5, "The Politics of Inferiority." This period began in the 1830s and continued until

the end of the Civil War. Higginboth am ap plauds the
efforts of such groups as the Quakers and Mennonites,
who opposed slaver y, but found them to be no match
for the legal process that defended and p rotected the
institution of slavery and the precept of black inferiority. 21
Despite oth er abolitionists, such as Frederick Douglass,
Harriet Beecher Stowe, an d William Lloyd Garrison,
rising to the occasion, Higginbotham demonstrates how
the United States Supreme Court stepp ed in with its
notorious Dred Scott decision to darken the skies of freedom. Higginbotham refers to the decision as the "most
articulate and authoritative defense of the precept of black
inferiority ever mounted by the American legal process,"
having "codified [that precept] into law at the highest
level. 22 The langu age u sed by Justice Roger Taney in that
case was prima facie evidence of his belief, and perhaps
the belief of th ose ju stices j oining h im, that African
American s were inferior and should be treated as such.
Th e fourth stage in the development of the precept
black inferiority is covered in the following chapters:
"The Constitutional Language of Slavery," 'The Dream of
Freedom and its Demise," "The Supreme Court's Sanction
of Racial Hatred ," and "The Supreme Court's Legitimization of Racism." According to Higginbotham, this overlapping p eriod follows the Civil War and the enactment
of the 13th Amendment abolishing slavery. It was during
this time that the Supreme Court doubled down on its
legitimization of racism through its decision in Plessy vs.
Ferguson, which constitutional law taught us provided the
"separate but equal" doctrine. But it was this period of
time that probably best exemplifies what Higginbotham
mean s with his u se of the word 'shade' in the context of
freedoms. Contrary to popular belief, the Emancipation
Proclam ation , for example, did not free all the slaves,
but only t hose that were not in rebellion.23 Similarly,
although the 13th Amendment operated to abolish slavery, it neither granted citizenship, nor equality to African
Americans. 24
The manner in which relevant chapters of this book
delve into history, with the obvious emphasis on the
law, would make this a great law school civil rights or
constitution al law required reading. Certainly, history
lessons can be tedious, but this book is not. It may n ot
contain any m ind-blowing pronouncements or calls to
action, but it does offer the unique historical perspective
of early American racial injustices from a man committed
to social justice and righting history's wron gs through
the legal process. Likewise, while the readers' tears m ay
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not flow, Higginbotham's presentation will stir emotions,
as he takes you on a thought-provoking journey through
the law's treatm ent of African Ameri.cans from the 17th
century to the 20th. Each of the chapters outlined above,
in its own way, represents a different shade-a degree of
the freedoms African Americans enjoyed as they battled
the precept of inferiority cast upon them.
Most of us learned a less-detailed version of this
history in school, but it is most interesti ng to observe how
Higginboth am portrays the freedoms and rights of African
Americans as taking two slow steps forward and two quick
steps backwa rd at each stage in their quest for equality.
This dance he p ortrays is often a slow one, not unlike the
actual advancements in African Americans' rights. Nonetheless, he does it with keen intellect and grace.
History, o f course , is very easy to forget, until it
repeats itself. On e of th e lesson s Shades teach es is that
when the government acts on social issues, the behaviors
of its people respond. It is n o secret that, in recent times,
we h ave seen a rise in multiculturalism and an expa nsion of ethnic and religious diversity in the United States,
together with a corresponding increase in efforts to
undermine their growth. Members at the highest level of
our government have shamelessly targeted Third World
countries with hateful messages, h ave advan ced efforts
to quash immigration from select countries in the name
of national secu rity, and have discouraged unive rsities
from con sidering race as a factor in diversifying their
campuses. Others have redrawn district lines to deliberately disenfranchise people of color. It is no coincidence,
then, that we have also seen a dramatic rise in hate group
activity and loca li zed xenophobia that further pu sh
people into the shadows of American life.
As Shades of Freedom demonstrates, these realities
are not new. The n otion s of racial inferiority that existed
in the 1600s, for mally and infor mally adopted by our
government, have been passed down from generation
to gen eration, and , to this d ay, cast their shadow on the
lives of people of color. More than just an informative
history lesson, Judge Higginbotham's book may serve
as a lens through which these realities are viewed, so
we might better understan d their p otential impact upon
current-day freedoms and prepare for any adverse effects
upon employment diversity initiatives . It follows , then ,
that if we continue to ignore th e ridiculous idea lurking
in the subconsciousn ess of some and in the immediate thoughts of others, that one's skin color somehow
renders them inferior, we risk implicit biases continuing
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to invade the workplace; we risk waning interest in, and support for, diversity programs; and

we risk losing opportunities to assist underrepresented groups in joining the ranks of the
successful. •

David S. Blow is counsel with the law firm of Tanenbaum Keale LLP in Newark, where he represents
companies in product liability, pharmaceutical and environmental toxic tort litigation. He is active in
the New Jersey State Bar Association and is a member of the Diversity Committee.
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Leadership in the Law: How to Advance People from
Diverse Backgrounds in the Legal Profession
by Norberto A . Garcia
his article arises from multiple panels I have
participated in recently on how to 'get ahead '
in the legal profession if you are from a diverse
background. The ideas discussed are largely applicable to
lawyers from all backgrounds. However, some challenges
faced by diverse lawyers are unique.
l have been a partner at fir ms with strong female
partners and l have run my own office. I am a civil trial
attorney-an area of the law where women and minorities are underrepresented. I sit on multiple committees
with many strong personalities, b oth male and female. I
also learned a long time ago that the key to being valuable to a firm is to either generate revenue or establish a
skill set that is difficult to replace. Many people can work
h ard-if you work hard , bring in money and h ave a skill
th at is difficult to replace, you enter the realm of becoming irreplaceable- or at least invaluable.

T

Some General Points
You are always 'on stage' for future business
opportunities: In the two firms I have been a partner in,
and when I had my own firm, the bulk of legal recruiting was done by hiring laterals. These were lawyers we
were impressed with on other cases. Never burn bridges.
Always be your best, even for the most rudimentary of
assignments. We seldom interv iewed candidates we
knew from experience were often unprepared for depositions, motions and arbitrations-you do not often change
st ripes by simply changing employment. Lawyers also
tend to send conflict work and recommend clients to
those same people who impress in that manner.
Real world challenges to maintaining and promoting diversity: We lose quality diverse lawyers to geography (lawyers go to New York City/Philadelphia for more
money or to Virginia/North Carolina for quality of life).
We lose more women in the profession to child rearing
than we do men. When it comes down to the reality of
the position, most people generally do not aspire to
managing partner/CEO positions because of the time
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and work commitment. Most diverse lawyers are not very
different. Most people p refer a job that allows them an
equitable balance of work, fami ly, commu nity and faith.
When I went to my law school 25-year reunion at the
University of Pennsylvania, many of my fellow alumni
had stepped off the Wall Street 'Big Law' train and opted
for in house, cor porate and small firm settings th at
accommodate a life in the suburbs. Sometimes a limited
commute, time for family and time for life outside the law
is more valuable than another six figures added to your
annual income.
Confronting the 'Mike Pence rule' that exists in
many workplaces: Some senior lawyers/partners are
reluctant to take women lawyers out to lunch or dinner
because of the perception of inappropriate behavior. This
is more of an issue in light of the Me Too movement.
1 know th e answer is, "As long as the man behaves,
there is no issue." But is that true? How do we overcome
this barrier7
The answer, as it was suggested in one of my panels,
is that if men simply behave properly, there should be no
concern. The 'Mike Pence' rule of not going out to dinner
with anyone of the opposite sex who is not your spouse
creates a barrier to career advancement. While even wellbehaved professionals bear the risk of unfounded allegations in th ese situations, th e cost of non-engagement
should outweigh the risk of false claims.
Finding something that makes you valuable to
the firm: Take on that prerogative writ nobody wants to
handle-that tax appeal. Work with that ornery partner
nobody wants to get close to. Usually that awful partner is kept around because he or she generates a lot of
revenue or retains a valued client. Establish a niche in the
fi rm that makes you valuable . Examples of this include
longshoreman work- nobody works as longshoremen
b ut this law now applies to non-mil itar y workers in
overseas war zones-as well as disability work (private
insurance and Social Security). But do not overload on
this kind of work or you will become a dumping site for
firm detritus.
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Focusing on marketing: Nobody teaches marketing
in law school. It is not tested on the bar exam. It is a skill
set like any other that can be learned and developed .
Spend at least an hour a day devoted solely to marketing.
Read marketing books and attend marketing seminars .
Set time aside even if it is just to 'think ' of marketing
ideas. Most people focus solely on the task at hand and
do not think of the big picture.
The culture of ego: We encourage the often unhealthy
focus on ego in our boys (win at all costs, be the best, the
strongest are the winners, go Yan kees, go Patriots even if
some cheating is involved). Generally, we do not encourage this in young girls. While I think that 'ego' can get you
very far (for better or for worse) in our culture, it tends to
inevitably d rop you on your head at some point. You need
to recognize where self-promotion works and where it is
counter-produ ctive. You also need to spot shameless selfpromotion , esp ecially where the person is promoting a
version of themselves that exceeds actual accomplishment.
You must recognize and address it when it encroaches on
your advancement prospects.
'Mansplaining' at business meetings : I witness
'mansplaining' quite a bit. I also see sen ior lawyers take
credit for an idea initially presented by a junior lawyersometime during the same meeting. What are the
p ossible remedies? Secure a senior ally who will b e in the
meeting. Vet the idea with him or her fi rst , so you will
have some support when you introduce the idea. Find a
mentor to amplify your voice at these meetings.
Getting credit for idea/business/legal strategy:
Often, a senior partner takes credit for a stream of income,
a lega l strategy and/or a court victory that was actually
your work product. Possible solution s? Documentation.
Have the list of accomplishments ready when your review
comes. You may want to forward a gen eral list of accomplishments and goals for the future before your scheduled
annual review. People forget what you have done. As time
goes by, who deserves the credit b ecomes unclear. Get
these things straightened out before the meeting (because
nine times out of 10, the raise/bonus/promotion decision
has been made before the meeting takes place).
Finding a way to connect with a potential business representative/senior partner you have nothing
in common with: What to do when there is a wage,
income or class gap between you and the people you
need to connect with? A possible solution: Search social
media to fi nd out more about them . Ask people wh o
know the person and find out what their h obbies are,
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what they like and what their passion is. What movies or
music do they like? Are they passionate about their children , grandchildren, the Red Sox (God forbid?). There is
always something you can use to connect.
Firm's reluctance to accept new business you try
to introduce: Often, firms are not receptive to your new
business because the fees may not seem lucrative. lt may
not be an 'establish ed ' client. They m ay fear a possible
conflict with their existing clients. Often, it is not in their
perceived wheel house or zone of comfort. They m ay
argu e that th ey are not insured for that kind of practice.
Often, the real concern is that it will take you away from
the work they want you to handle for established clients.
Possible solutions: A trial run with a limited retainer.
Make the argument that it can lead to better business .
Look at comparable work for that type of client at other
firm s. Secure a strategic ally within upp er management.
Keep in mind that sometimes a firm is not interested in
your bringing in your own work-they only want you to
work their files because they have a steady and lucrative
revenue stream. (That may be a sign that you need to go
elsewhere at some point.)
Not getting invited to lunch/client meetings/
evening events: You may notice th at the same grou p
of influential people get invited to certain events you
know a re wh ere n etworking/client development an d
retention occurs, and that you are not getting invited to
these even ts. Possible solution: Be assertive in asking to
b e invited ; persistence pays off. I have found that the
squeaky wheel gets greased . This is true with some of the
people l have hired. They have been relentless in seeking opp ortunities with the firm in some capacity. l think
most partners see this as solid ambition as opposed to
being meddlesome. If there is a solid reason for not being
invited to certain events, the senior p artner will have no
problem telling you the reason why.
De aling with firm s upe rstars -the issue of
anonymity at big firms/getting overpowered by the star
at a boutique firm: Possible solution: Try to become 'the
face of t he firm' in your circles. Lecture, join committees,
j oin political organizations, write articles in any media
that is available. Always have your business card at h and
and always associate yourself with the firm. Promote yourself through the firm on social media (but be wary of the
myriad ethics rules that apply). Word usually gets back to
the partners that others know you as a part of the firm .
Finding the right ally-the issue of who to trust
at the firm: You will n ot always have allies at the firm.
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Many people will be rooting against you. Many people find that on ce they are elevated to the
'C-suite' or partnership ranks, their former mentors h ave the lon g knives out for them . This is
just the nature of business; it's not actually personal (but it can get personal). Possible solution:
Maintain strategic alliances with similarly situated women/minorities at other firms. This is where
having connections at affinity bars pays dividends.
Having no road map for success available to you: You may have no idea what works at
a firm or company to get ahead . Do they value work , ideas, new business, political work, etc.
Possible solution: Have lunch/dinner/coffee with lawyers who have successfully done it before.
When I went ou t on my own , I spoke constantly with people wh o had done it su ccessfully. I
received great advice on wh at worked and what did not. l was told what costs to avoid and what
costs to incur. Seek out people who have previously worked at the fi rm you are currently with.
Facing the golf/country club barrier: The reality of our business culture is that a lot of business, a lot of b onding and a lot of n etworking at th e higher levels takes place at the golf course/
country club. What to do if you hate golf? Possible solution: The answer may be to learn to "love"
golf-I did (p oorly). Otherwise , suggest alternative bonding experiences- business retreats,
n ature hikes, tours of the city/museums. The truth is, however, nothing compares to golf to get
to know a person's strengths, faults and trustworthiness (who sh aves strokes off their score after
every hole).
Dealing with no progress after years of work: Years of work go by and you see yourself
getting bypassed by others despite your best efforts. Possible solution: Sometimes you are simply
fishing in the wrong pond. No matter how long you fish and the quality of your bait/equipment,
you are better off searching a more lucrative p ond! •

Norberto A. Garcia is vice president of the New Jersey State Bar Foundation, co-chair of the New Jersey
State Bar Association Diversity Committee, executive committee member of the New Jersey State Bar Association Civil Trial Bar Section and partner at Blume Forte Fried Zerres & Molinari in Chatham.
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A Place for Attorneys to Turn When Facing
Micro-Aggressions and Bias in Court
by Ayesha Hamilton

I

f there is one thing I hear as a regular theme from my

colleagues, it is that there are still micro-aggressions
and uncon scious biases we face as minority lawyers
in our da ily practice. Many of these things, while
completely inappropriate, do not rise to the level of ethics
complaints, nor sh ould they, as they come from a lack of
education and awareness rather than malice. Comments
to minority counsel like, "Let me know when your lawyer
gets here," or "Which one of you is the attorney?" said to
a lawyer standing n ext to her client who was wearing a
prison jumpsuit are not uncommon. Yet, the lawyer is
faced with the impossible choice of making a complaint
while fearin g retaliation and a compromised ability to
effectively represent clients in that vicinage, or ignoring
the comment and moving on.
After a discu ssion about these issues at a recent
Diversity Committee meeting, committee co-chair Roger
Lai invited Dr. Yolande Marlow and Lisa Burke of the
New Jersey Judiciary's Minority Concerns Program to
speak to the group. On March 12 , they presented an
overview of the ongoing efforts of the Judiciary's Minority Con cerns Program, answered questions and sh ared
stories about the program's long-term efforts to address
minority concerns through education , training and
advocacy within the Judiciary. The Judiciary's Minority
Con cerns Program has been instrumental in promoting
systemic changes in a variety of ways throughout the 30+
years of the program's existence, and the work continues.
Diversity Committee members ra ised the issue of
amending the New Jersey Rules of Professional Conduct
to include a version of ABA Model Rule 8.4(g). This rule
change would require that practitioners be bound by Law
Against Discrimination-type considerations in professional interaction s with each other, and not just in our cases.
Marlow and Burke confirmed that issues such as this
one remain focal points for the Supreme Court Committee on Minority Concerns.
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As discussion ensued about individual examples of
micro-aggressive interactions in the professional sphere ,
Marlow and Burke noted that they continue to hear similar concerns shared in various settin gs . They noted that
when attorneys face such issues but opt not to formalize
their concerns throu gh existing complaint processes ,
attorneys may confidentially sh are the incident with
them. These real-life experiences can become valuable
tools in numerous trainings that they assist in designing and developing. In addition , Marlow and Burke are
in a position , as sta ff to the Supreme Court Committee
on Minority Con cerns, to bring the key issues forward
anonymously for further con sideration by the committee.
This is where we come in. It is clear that we h ave
a long road ahead of us to affect the type of change
needed to level the playing field for all attorneys. To foster
change, we need to sh are our stories and our voices.
The Minority Concerns Program cannot do this alone.
Members of the Diversity Committee, as well as attorneys
from all diverse backgrounds, can consider applying
for potential appointment not only to the Committee
on Minority Concerns but to the full range of Supreme
Court committees. In format ion on appointments to
the 2019-2021 committees is available online at www.
njcourts.gov or Marlow and Burke may be reached directly at Yolande.Marlow@njcourts.gov and Lisa.Burke@
njcourts.gov, respectively. As practitioners, we must play
an active role in supporting and furthering the program's
ongoing efforts. •

Ayesha Krish nan Hamil ton is a member of the Diversity
Committee and a trustee of the New Jersey State Bar Association. She is also the immediate past chair of the NJSBA
Solo and Small-Firm Section. She owns Hamilton Law Firm
in Princeton and focuses her practice on employment and
business law.
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Who Was Wong Kim Ark and
Why Should You Know Who He Was?
by Roger Lai
here are certain landmark court cases th at most
of us are familiar with , where the mere mention
of the name will b ring instant recognition from
any lawyer. Needing no introduction are names like
William Marbury, James McCulloch , Dred Scott, Homer
Plessy, and Oliver Brown. A less fami liar n ame m ight
be Wong Kim Ark, a cook who lived in San Francisco .
Like these other individuals, Wong Kim Ark 's historical
significance arises from a case: United States v. Wong Kim
Ark, 169 U.S. 649 (1898). In this case, the United States
Supreme Court confirmed that the 14,h Amendment
of the Con stitution provides for jus soli. ]us soli is the
principle that citizenship in a country is premised on
birthplace. Citizenship is not restricted to inheritance
through a parent.
Wong Kim Ark was born in 1873 in San Francisco .
His parents, Wong Si Ping and Wee Lee, were Chinese
immigrants from Tai Shan. At the ti me of thei r imm igration, th ere was n o Immigration and Naturalization
Service or similar federal agency. Wong Kim Ark's father
was a merchant wh o managed a grocery store in Sa n
Francisco's Chinatown.
The Wong family returned to China in 1890. While
in China, Wong Kim Ark m arried and fath ered a son.
Later in 1890, he returned to the United States . Between
1890 and 1894, h e is b elieved to have worked a variety
of jobs, including as a cook. In 1894, he took another
trip to China, where he met his son for the first time. He
returned to the United States in 1895. Despite h aving
previously traveled to China , on this occasion he was
prohibited from entering the country by John Wise, the
collector of customs. Entry was denied on the basis that
Wong Kim Ark was not a citizen of the United States. As
a result, he had to remain aboard ship.
The Wong Kim Ark case occurred against a backdrop
that included strong anti-Chinese sentiment. In 1882 ,
Congress had passed the Ch inese Exclusion Act. The law
prohibited Chinese laborers, including any employed in
mining, from entering the country. This is recognized as

T
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the fi rst time federal law proscribed entry into the country based on ethnicity.
The Naturalization Act of 1790 already prohibited
naturalization for non-whites. The Naturalization Act of
1870 allowed for people of African descent to be naturalized , but continued the prohibitions against other groups.
Subsequent to 1882 , the exclusion s against Chinese
immigrants were expanded. In 1888, Congress passed
the Scott Act, which prohibited Chinese labore rs who
left the United States from retu rning. In 1892, the Geary
Act was passed, requiring all Chinese residents of the
United States to carry a resident permit or certificate of
residence. The Geary Act also provided that Chinese
immigrants who were arrested for being in the country
illegally were n ot eligible for bail, and only a "credible white witness" could testify on b eh alf of an accused
immigrant. In Wong Kim Ark 's case, to return to the
United States he obtained proof of residence in the form
of photographs, accompanied by notarized affidavits by
white citizen s who confirmed his citizenship.
A Chinese community group obtained a lawyer,
Thomas Riordan, who filed a writ of habeas corpus. Wong
Kim Ark was declared a citizen and released. The government appealed the decision to the United States Supreme
Court. Writing for the majority, Justice Horace Gray held
that "(e)very p erson born in the United States and subject
to the jurisdiction thereof, becomes at once a citizen of
the United States, and needs no naturalization."1
After the Supreme Court decision, Wong Kim Ark
returned to his life in San Francisco and had four son s.
Immigration records indicate he continued to reside in
San Francisco until at least 1926. However, it is b elieved
that he returned to China and p assed away som etime
after World War II. However, his youngest son , Won g
Yook Jim, settled in the United States. Today, Wong Kim
Ark still has descendants who reside in California. 2 •
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Roger Lai is a co-chair of the New Jersey State Bar Association's Diversi ty Committee.
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2. Sources consulted for this article, include: United Stales v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S. 649, (1898); James C. Ho,
Defining "American," Birthright Citizenship and the Original Understanding of the 14th Amendment, Green Bag
Journal of Law, 2d, Vol. 9, No 4 (2006); Fred Barbash, Meet Wong Kim Ark, the Chinese American Cook who was
at the center of a landmark but often forgotten Supreme Court decisi.on, Washington Post (April 11, 2019, 15:00),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2018/l0/30/birthright-citizenship-trump-inspired-history-lesson-thamendment/7utm_term=. l 45cla9cba89; Jonathan M. Katz, Birth of a Birthright, Politico (April 11, 2019, 15:00),
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/10/31/birthright-citizenship-wong-kim-ark-222098; Jeff Gammage,
A forgotten Chinese cook's Supreme Court case affirmed birthright citizenship, philly.com (April 11, 2019, 15:00),
hu ps://www.philly.com/philly/news/binhright-citizenship-trump-wong-kim-ark-immigrant-chinese-exclusionsupreme-court-20181108.html; SF Weekly Staff, The Progeny of Citizen Wong, SF Weekly (April 11, 2019, 15:00),
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Rutgers Law School Co-Dean Kimberly Mutcherson
Raises the Bar
by Maria P. Vallejo

A

t the beginning of this year,
University of Pennsylvania and receivRutgers, The State University of
ing her Juris doctorate from Columbia
New Jersey, named Kimberly
law School, where she was a Stone
Mutcherson co-dean of Rutgers l aw
Scholar. 2 Mutcherson lived in New
Schoo l in Camden, making her the
York City, where she worked as a public
fir st female, fir st African American
interest fellow focusing on HI V/AIDs
and first LGBTQ+ law school dean at
policies and as a con sulting attorney at
the university. Mutcherson, who is a
a law and policy center for reproductive
renow n ed bioethics a nd hea lth law
rights. 3 In what she couched as more of
professor, humbly stated that she never
a fortuitous opportunity, she accepted an
imagined herself as a law school dean.
adjunct professor position at New York
Yet, her background left her poised for
University School of law. This "side gig"
success in the academic world.
soon became her calling, as she realized
Born the daughter of a physician and
"there are lots of ways to do good in this
nurse educator, Mutcherson was raised
world." Mutcherson accepted her new
Kimberly Mutcherson
in Silver Springs, Md. She was one of a
role as an educator and mentor. 'Tm an
small number of black students who
example of how someon e can build a
attended private school in the suburbs of
career out of unexpected things," she
Washington D.C., where she forged her identity passing
said recently. "Although I'm not now a p ublic interest
through two different world s. 1 In a recent interview, she
lawyer, I continue to care and am a champion of public
explained that the nation's capital was a "city of contrast."
interest causes."
It was a "black city," split between the solid middle class,
Mutcherson served as a senior fellow/sabbatical
who were upwardly mobile and attended sch ools like
visitor at the Center for Gender and Sexuality Law at
Howard University, and the lower class, who suffered
Columbia law School, a visiting scholar at the Center
financial strife and grappled with crime and drug abuse,
for Bioethics at the University of Pennsylvania, and a
Mutcherson said. Her parents took care to remind her of
fellow at the Institute for Research on Women at Rutgers
"how easy it is to simply be born into different circumUniversity.4 ln 2002, she became an adjunct professor
stances." In other words, "for blacks, where we ended up
at Rutgers law Sch ool in Camden and rose through the
is really a roll of the dice," Mutcherson explained.
ranks as associate professor, professor of law, vice dean
living in this dichotomous world , Mutcherson was
and finally co-dean on Jan. 1 of this year. 5
guided by her many role models , who consisted of her
At the university, stud ents, in particular diverse
immediate and extended family, including one aunt who
students, gravitated toward Mutcherson. She found
ran an art gallery in Harlem, NY, and another who was
comradery and fulfillment in helping students who felt
the youngest black wom an appointed to the D.C. superior
alienated becau se of their minority statu s or because
court. By age 10, she already knew that sh e wanted to be
of their decision to pursue public interest when oth ers
a lawyer because "it is a profession that can change the
focused on more traditional law firm careers. Now as
world" and she could "live a useful life."
the co-dean of Rutgers Law School in Camden, she
Mutcherson fulfilled her childho od dream and
continues to mentor and impact students to ensure their
became a public interest lawyer, after graduating from the
success in the profession of law, and she has the ability
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to implement programs to elevate the law school. Rutgers Law School, which has locations
in Camden and Newark, is part of Rutgers University, which boasts a network of more than
500,000 graduates. 6
'Tm excited to be the co-dean of a state school. Rutgers is incredibly important in that it
is deeply affordable for people and a real service to the state of New Jersey," she said.
Mutcherson has carved out three goals for the Camden law sch ool: 1) to improve diversity and inclusion; 2) to diversify the cur riculum to include more on line and international
opportunities, and more skills-based classes to prepare students for the real-life practice of
law; and 3) to increase the number of law students. Mutcherson explained , "We must recognize that we can always do b etter, and we owe it to the students and the staff to be better." •

Maria P. Vallejo is a partner al the law firm of Chasan Lamparello Mallon & Cappuzzo, PC, in
Secaucus, where she is a commercial litigation attorney, concentrating on contract dispute litigation.

Endnotes
1. Kimberly Mutcherson , p ersonal interview, Feb. 4, 2019.
2. h ttps://law.rutgers.edu/directory/view/mutcherson.
3. Id.
4. Id .
5. Id .
6. https://newbrunswick.rutgers.edu/information/information-alumni.
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